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Investigation results on a queueing system with an auxiliary maintenance process launched dur-
ing server’s vacancy period and initiated by the exhausted queue are presented. The server opera-
tion strategy at different queue conditions is proposed. Time-sensitive analysis to investigate the
queueing process at arbitrary periods of time is used. The results are obtained in explicit forms for
several related models. Computational examples illustrate their analytical tractability. Various
performance measures (the buffer load, switchover rate, and the number of jobs processed per
unit time) are introduced and optimization problems are discussed.
Ïðåäñòàâëåíû ðåçóëüòàòû èññëåäîâàíèé ñèñòåì î÷åðåäåé ñ äîïîëíèòåëüíûì ïðîöåññîì
îáñëóæèâàíèÿ, êîòîðûé çàïóñêàåòñÿ â ïåðèîäû ïðîñòîÿ ñåðâåðà è èíèöèèðóåòñÿ çàïîëíåííîé
î÷åðåäüþ. Ïðåäëîæåíà ñòðàòåãèÿ ðàáîòû ñåðâåðà ïðè ðàçëè÷íûõ ñîñòîÿíèÿõ î÷åðåäè. Èñ-
ïîëüçîâàí âðåìÿçàâèñèìûé àíàëèç äëÿ èññëåäîâàíèÿ ïðîöåññîâ â ñèñòåìàõ î÷åðåäåé â ïðîèç-
âîëüíûå ïåðèîäû âðåìåíè. Ðåçóëüòàòû ïîëó÷åíû â ÿâíîé ôîðìå äëÿ íåñêîëüêèõ ìîäåëåé.
Ïðèâåäåíû ïðèìåðû ðàñ÷åòà, ñâèäåòåëüñòâóþùèå î âîçìîæíîñòè èõ àíàëèòè÷åñêîé òðàê-
òîâêè. Ââåäåíû ðàçëè÷íûå êðèòåðèè ïðîèçâîäèòåëüíîñòè (çàãðóçêà áóôåðîâ, ñêîðîñòü
ïåðåêëþ÷åíèÿ è ÷èñëî çàäàíèé, îáðàáàòûâàåìûõ â åäèíèöó âðåìåíè) è ðàññìîòðåíû
ïðîáëåìû îïòèìèçàöèè.
K e y w o r d s: queueing, semi-regenerative analysis, fluctuation theory, marked point process,
N-policy, maintenance process, multiple vacations.
1. Introduction. In this article we investigate a flexible queue with a bivariate
process modeling two servicing facilities. When the queue in the primary facility
(PF) is dropped to zero, the server moves to the secondary facility (SF), where
jobs, that are assembled in packets of random sizes, are waiting for being pro-
cessed. The server works on the jobs, one at a time, and stays at the SF until the
total quantity of the processed jobs crosses some fixed threshold L. The server
may not be called off by abruptly breaking its work on a packet when the number
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of processed jobs reaches L. It needs to finish that packet and only then return to
the PF.
Meanwhile the PF accumulates a number of customers waiting for the
server. However if the queue is below some N (N-policy), the server returns to
the SF and continues processing waiting jobs there on the packet-by-packet ba-
sis. Upon completion of a packet the server will return to the PF, if the queue out
there does cross N.
To calculate the joint distribution of the number of customers and jobs accu-
mulated in the PF and processed at the SF, respectively, we used fluctuation
analysis [1] applied to the system functioning during its two phases and with two
active thresholds, L and N associated with phases I and II, respecively.
The unique feature of this model that differs from all other vacationing mod-
els is that there the servers are sent to do unspecified tasks during their vacation-
ing time. In contrast, in our model the server is released to do a recorded task. An
example of regular vacationing system is a basic N-policy system where the
server remains on vacation until the buffer load reaches level N.
The present paper continues our studies initiated in [1] on the same system
where we focused on time insensitive processes upon departures of customers and
the beginnings of busy periods. Using the results obtained in [1] and time sensitive
analysis we investigate the continuous time parameter queueing process.
The reader can be referred to our prequel paper [1] for the literature on the
subject. In a nutshell, we mention that our methods relate to fluctuation theory
[2, 3] and time sensitive analysis [4]. Topically, it comes relatively close to Tian
and Zhang’s monograph [5] on queues with vacations.
Al-Matar and Dshalalow [6] studied somewhat similar model, in which the
server leaves the PF to work at the SF under the same assumptions. However, the
time which the server spends at the SF as per [6] is limited directly by a fixed posi-
tive real T, rather than by the quantity of processed jobs controlled by the threshold
L as it is in our case. The model studied in [6] offers a different way of controlling
the efficiency of the vacating server involved in sequential processing.
The paper is laid out as follows. Section 2 gives a general background and
provides a formal description of the model for phase I and phase II. Sections
3—5 treat continuous time parameter queueing process using time sensitive
analysis and semi-regenerative techniques. Among other things, we evaluate the
mean stationary service cycle and the probability generating function of the con-
tinuous time parameter queueing process in equilibrium. Section 6 deals with
performance measures, such as the mean number of switchovers (between
server’s appointments at the PF and SF), the mean buffer load at the PF, and the
mean quantity of jobs rendered at the SF, all per unit time. The paper concludes
with numerical illustrations of some optimization problems.
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2. The anatomy of the model and past results. The formalism of the
model. When the system gets exhausted the server leaves for the SF to work on
second priority jobs. They are organized in packets of random sizes. Each unit of
a packet needs a random processing time from the equivalence class [] forming
independent and identical distributed (iid) random variables (r.v.’s). If the kth
packet contains X k of jobs, which takes time  k and if  n is the time needed to
process n packets, then it can be formalized as follows:
  n n X n X nn
         1 11 1 11
... ... ... ...    ,
where  ij [ is the processing time of the ith job from the jth packet.
The system on phase I. The server stays at the SF after processing an
amount of jobs specified by a threshold L.Namely, if for some n 1 2, , ...,
A X X Ln n   	1 ... , (1)
while A Ln
 1 , the server will return to the system completing what we call
phase I. We thus define : inf { : } 	n A Ln along with the following key r.v.’s: A
is the number of jobs ( in excess of L) by the end of phase I, 

is the time of
server’s return at the end of phase I ( exit time I ).
Meanwhile, the system will replenish with primary customers during the
server’s absence at the SF. Its number is specified as follows. The number of
customers accumulated during phase I is B Y Y
 
  1 ... , where in particular,Y1
is the number of arriving customers in interval [0 1,  ], Yi is the number of arriv-
ing customers in interval ( i i
1, ] , i 2 3, ... .
Whether or not the server will enter phase II of maintenance depends on
whether or not B N

	 , where N is yet another threshold associated with the PF
and being a part of widely referred to as «N-Policy», only in our case within a
more complex servicing system. This will be continued in the next subsection.
The first phase of the system is specified by the trivariate «interdependent»
process on a probability space (, , ):
( , , ) : ( , ) ,   



X Yi i
i
i


0
( a is the unit mass at a) is a bivariate marked point process with position de-
pendent marking. The value

is the hitting time or exit time of the random walk
from the set [ , )0 L  

N R . The first component of the process is «active» and
 and  are «passive» because only is watched to cross L, while the rest of the
components take their associated values at the crossing by.
The input process is compound Poisson of rate  with
 



U k t
k
k

1
, Ez a zU k  ( ), a EU k:  ,
(2)
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which is to be «observed» at times  i ’s with respective increments Yi of the ar-
riving customers. As mentioned above, i ’s are successive completions of packs
of jobs rendered by the server during its maintenance time. In our prequel paper
[1] we calculated the joint functional
     
( , , ) [ ( ( ))]u z Eu z e G u a zX Y   

  ,
where the increments of ( , , )   X Xi [ ],Y Yi [ ],  i [ ]are copies from the
associated equivalence classes,    
( Ee ,     E , is the LST and the ex-
pected value, respectively, of processing time  j  [ ] of a job and G u( )  Eu
X ,
 : ,X EX   is the pgf and the expected value, respectively, of a pack size.
From [1, Theorem 2] we have
Theorem 1. The joint functional Ô u z

( , , ) of phase I satisfies
Ô u z E u z eA B



  ( , , ) [ ] 

 
 
  


  




1 1
1
1
1[ [ ( ( ))]]
[ ( ( ))]
G u a z
G u a xz
x
L
   
   





, (3)
where the operator k is defined as
k x y k x x
x y k
k
x
k
x
k
k 



( , )
lim
!
( , ) , ,
,




 
!
"
#
$
	
%0
1 1
1
0
0 


&

& 0,
if applied to a function  ( , )x y analytic at zero in the first variable. '
After making some special assumptions on  ( and G u( )
(i)  is exponential with parameter d (0, i.e.  


(  

Ee
d
d
,
(ii) The number of jobs in a packet is geometric with parameter p, i.e.
G u Eu
pu
qu
X( )  

1
,
formula (1) reduced to
Ô u z
pdu
d a z dqu
du
d a z
L


     
( , , )
( ) ( )

  
 
   

)
*
+
,
-
.

1
. (4)
The system on phase II. Now, upon exiting from phase I, or equivalently,
returning to the system, the server evaluates the status of the buffer if its content
exceeds N – 1, it immediately resumes its service at the PF. Otherwise, it enters
phase II, which requires the server to commute to the SF working on one pack at
a time and checking if the length exceeds N – 1. So, it continues its work at the SF
up until it takes place. As already mentioned, it does not break its servicing on
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any pack which it has to finish even if the queue has exceeded N – 1 in the mid-
dle of its work.
Consequently, phase II evolves in accordance with yet another random walk
(
~
,
~
,
~
) : (
~
,
~
) ~   



X Yi i
i
i


0
(5)
that proceeds somewhat similarly, except that the second component
~
 is now
active while the rest of them,
~
,
~
  are passive. Furthermore, the initial values of
(
~
,
~
,
~
)   , namely
~
,
~
,
~ ~X Y0 0 0/  are now exit components of ( , , )   . Con-
sequently, the initial functional E u z e
X Y
[ ]
~ ~ ~
0 0 
 / is equated to Ô u z

( , , ) of (4).
The random walk (
~
,
~
,
~
)   of (5) now will be terminated once
~
...
~
Y Yn0   ex-
ceeds N – 1 for some n taking place at some ~n . Define the second exit index
0     	min{ :
~ ~
...
~
}n B Y Y Nn n0 .
The functional of our further interest will be 1
0


0 0 0( , , ): [ ]
~ ~ ~
u z E u z e
A B



with the following key r.v.’s:
~
A
0
is the number of jobs done at the SF by the end of phase II;
~
B
0
is the number of customers in the buffer by the end of phase II;
~

0
is the exit time II (from phase II).
According to [1, (23)—(25)], the exit functional satisfies the formula
1
0


0 0 0( , , ): [ ]
~ ~ ~
u z E u z e
A B



=
 
 
  




Ô u z G u a z
Ô u yz
G
y
N


    

( , , ) [ [ ( ( ))]]
( , , )
[
1
1
1

u a yz   ( ( ))] 







. (6)
To arrive at readily tractable form of 1
0
( , , )u z we proceeded in [1] with one more
assumption, namely, we reduced the input  to an ordinary Poisson, i.e. setting
a z z( )  . Having done this, we had two compact expressions for 1
0
( , , )u z . In case
of L = 1,
1
0

  

 
( , , )u z
pdu
d z dqu
z
d du
N

  
 


  

)
*
+
,
-
.
(7)
and in case of L 	 2,
1
0

  
( , , )
( )
u z
p du
d z dqu
L

  
 



  



 
 

)
*
+
,
-
.

 
!


 





1 1 2
1 1
0
1
( ) ( )d z d
L j
jL L j
N
    
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 
)
*
+
,
-
.


  

)
*
+
,
-
.
  

 
)
*
+
,

 

 
 
 
z
d
z
d du
d du
d
j N
-
.
)
*
+
+
,
-
.
.
"
#
$
j
.
(8)
We recall that formulas (7) and (8) being free of operatorwere due to the
three assumptions:
(i)  


(  

Ee
d
d
(transform of processing time of a job),
(ii) G u Eu
pu
qu
X( )  

1
(pgf of the size of a pack),
(iii) a z z( )  (pgf of the number of customers in a batch).
In [1] we also investigated another special case of 1
0
under the assumption
that N = 1 however, retaining the generality of the input stream. Thus under the
assumptions
(i)  


(  

Ee
d
d
,
(ii) G u Eu
pu
qu
X( )  

1
,
( )iii2 N 1,
we had
1
0


  
 
0 0 0( , , ) [ ]
( ( ))
~ ~ ~
u z E u z e
p d a z
du
dA B
 
  

  




  
a z
d a z duq
L
( )
( )
)
*
+
,
-
.
  
 





  
 

  
 

 
 
)
*
+
,
-
d a z du
d a z duq
p d
du
d  
  
 
 
( )
( )
( )
.
  




 
)
*
+
+
+
,
-
.
.
.
L
d duq
q p
du
d
 
 
1
1
. (9)
Remark 1. Notice that in this special case, if we assume that threshold L is
random, say with the pgf
g w EwL( ) , (10)
then the functional 1
0
( , , )u z in (9) can be interpreted as a conditional expecta-
tion 1
0


0 0 0( , , | ) [ | ]
~ ~ ~
u z L E u z e L
A B



. Consequently, from (9) and with (10) in
mind, using the double expectation formula, we get
 ( , , ): [ [ | ]]
( ( ))
~ ~ ~
1
0


  
0 0 0u z E E u z e L
p d a z g
A B
 
  



du
d a z
d a z duq
  

)
*
+
,
-
.
  
 



  
  
( )
( )
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  
 

  
 

 
 
)
*
+
,
d a z du
d a z duq
p d g
du
d  
  
 
 
( )
( )
( )
-
.
  




 
)
*
+
+
+
,
-
.
.
.
d duq
q p
du
d
 
 
1
1
.
Embedded queueing process. We make the usual assumptions on the ser-
vice process for the M/G/1 type of model that service times3 31 2, ,... are iid r.v.
with a common LST 4 

3
5(  Ee , Re ( ) 	 0, and b E:  31 and that T T0 1, ,
T2 ,...are successive departures of the individually processed units. Furthermore,
{ : ( ); , , ...}Q Q T nn n 0 1 is the associated embedded process. The input is de-
scribed in subsection (1), see formula (2).
According to [1], the process Qn is ergodic if and only if 0  ab 1and its
pgf P z( ) for the steady state distribution satisfies the Kendall formula
P z p a z
z
z a z
( ) ( ( ))
( )
( ( ))
 




 

0
1
4  
6
4  
, (11)
where6 0( )
~
z Ez
B
 is the marginal functional of 1
0


0 0 0( , , ) [ ]
~ ~ ~
u z E u z e
A B



for
the three cases of (7)—(9) from which under assumptions (i-iii) and (i-iii') we
get 6 ( )z as follows.
For the case of L 1, a z z( )  , and N is arbitrary,
6
 
( )z
pd
z pd
z N

 
 . (12)
For the case of L 	 2, a z a( )  , and N is arbitrary,
6
   
  
( )
( ) ( )
z
pd
pd z d z
pd
pd z
d
d
L
L
L

 
  



 
 
)
*
+
,
-
.




1
1


 

)
*
+
,
-
.

)
*
+
,
-
.






L j
j
d
d
z z
j
N j
j N2
0
1

( ) .
(13)
For the case of a z( ) arbitrary and N = 1,
6
   

( )
( ( )) ( ( ))
( ( ))
z
pd
pd a z d a z
pd a z
pd
L
L

 
  





 


1
1
 a z
d
d
L
( ) 
)
*
+
,
-
.

1
. (14)
Also, in Kendall’s formula,
p0
1


0
6
(15)
with
6
0
 EB
~
(16)
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and the three respective cases of 6:
L 1, a z z( )  ,
6
6

  
%
lim
( )
z
d z
dz pd
N
1
; (17)
L 	 2, a z z( )  ,
6



  

)
*
+
,
-
.


)
*
+
,
-
.
 

)
*
+
,
-
.






d p
L
d
d
L j
j
L
j
N
1
1
2
1
0
1
d
N j
j

)
*
+
,
-
.



( ); (18)
N = 1,
6


  

)
*
+
,
-
.


)
*
+
,
-
.


a
d p
L a
d
d
L
1
1
1
.
(19)
3. A semi-regenerative process. To further enhance the results obtained in
part I of [1] as well as arrive at important performance measures and optimize the
system we consider the continuous time parameter queueing process. In particu-
lar, it will enable us to relate the pertinent functionals to real time and bring the
forthcoming performance measures such as the quantity of finished jobs at the
SF, number of switchovers, and buffer load at the PF, all in a unit time interval.
The available functionals so far obtained are «time insensitive».
As previously mentioned, the supplementary variable technique (introduced
by D. Cox a long time ago) very often used in the contemporary literature on
queueing has several shortcomings. For one, it works poorly with fluctuations
and requires time insensitivity of the primary functionals like those of section 2.
Furthermore, the method puts a stiff requirement on the service time distribution
as being absolutely continuous and hence it leaves behind all discrete and mixed
distributions. We begin with the notion of a semi-regenerative process and as Q (t)
definitely is [4, 6].
Definition 1. Let ( , , ,( ) ), , ... ( )  t
x
xP 0 1 be a filtered probability space,
T be a stopping time relative to the filtration and a process Q Q t ( ( )) (valued in
a discrete topological space) is ( )t -adapted. Q is said to have a locally strong
Markov property at T if for each t 	 0, E g Q t T E g Q tx T
QT[ ( ( ))| ] [ ( ( ))]  , for
any Borel measurable and integrable function g. The process Q 	 0 is called
semi-regenerative if
(i) there is a point process{ ; , ,...}T nn 0 1 such that for each n,Tn is a stopping
time relative to ( )t ;
(ii) Q has a locally strong Markov property at T nn , , , ...0 1 ;
(iii) Q is a.s. right-continuous;
(iv) ( ( ), ) : ( , )Q T T Q Tn n n n is a time-homogeneous Markov renewal process
(which is embedded in Q over{ }Tn ). '
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Let Q be a semi-regenerative process. For a nonnegative integer value j, let
K t P Q t k T t P Q t k T t Q iik
i( ) : { ( ) , } { ( ) , | }  (   ( 1 1 0 . (20)
Then, the functional matrix K t K t i jik( ) : { ( ) ; , , , ...} 0 1 is called the semi-
regenerative kernel. The stationary probabilities (provided that the equilibrium
condition is met) are
7 k
t
j
j
jk
s
P Q t k Q i p K u du   
 (
%




lim { ( ) | ( ) }
,
( )0
1
0 0
p c

8
, (21)
where p  ( , ,...)p p0 1 is the invariant probability measure of the transition proba-
bility matrix P of Q Q Tn n ( ) and c  ( , ,...)c c
T
0 1 with c E Tj
j
 [ ]1 . The inner
product
	 : , (p c (22)
is called the mean stationary service cycle. Denote matrix
H h j k K u duik
s
: ( ; , , , ...) ( )  


8
0 1
0
(23)
and call it the integrated semi-regenerative kernel. It can be readily shown that
the semi- regenerative kernel K is integrable. Let h zi ( ) be the pgf of the ith row
of H. Then, from (20) and (23) we have h z E z dti
i Q t
t T
t
( ) [ ]( ) { } 


8
1
1
0
. Further-
more, with notation (22), equation (21) can be rewritten as
9 ( ) ( )z
c
h z pj j
j




1
0
,
(24)
where 9 ( )z is the pgf of the p. With the notation
h ( ) ( ( ), ( ),...)z h z h z T 0 1 (25)
we can rewrite (24) in the compact form
9 ( ) , ( )z
c
z  (
1
p h . (26)
Since our model is of M/G/1 type, the queueing process Q (t) is indeed semi-
regenerative [4] relative to the Markov renewal process ( , )Q Tn n . In the upcom-
ing sections we will work on obtaining an explicit expression for h ( )z and 	.
4. Time sensitive analysis. The below statement is due to Theorem 6 of [4].
Proposition 1. In a queue with a marked Poisson input stream and general
service, suppose Q0 0 and thus the first service cycle [ , ]0 1T consists of the first
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service period preceded by a random walk process that lasts from T0 0 to
~

0
.
Upon this event, the queue length equals
~
B
0
and the first service begins. (Cus-
tomers, thereafter, continue entering the system.) The Laplace functional of the
continuous time parameter queueing processQ t( )observed over the first service
period, jointly with the first passage time ~
0
satisfies the formula
: ; 

;
  3
0
0 0
( , , ) : [ ]( )
~
{
~ ~
}z e E z e dt
t Q t
t
t





<  


8
1
1
0



  

 


 
1 4   
  
0 0
;  
( ( ))
( )
[ ]
~
( )
~a z
a z
E z e
B
,
where 4 
3
( ) 


Ee 1 . '
While this is a worthwhile information on the process in the random in-
terval [~ ~ ) =   3
0 0 5
, it is not yet what we exactly need as per h zi ( ) :
: [ | ]( ) { } 


8
E z Q i dtQ t t T
t
1
1 0
0
treated in the next section. We thus need to ob-
serve the queue over the entire interval [ , ]0 1T known as the first service cycle,
where T1 
~
 3
0 5
. As mentioned earlier, the first service cycle will be parti-
tioned into [ , ~ ] [~ ~ )0   =  3
0 0 0 5
 .
Theorem 2 [6]. Under the condition of Proposition 1, the following formula
holds true
e E z dtt Q t t
t


 


8


 3
0
[ ]( ) { ~ }1 1
0



 



  

 



Ez E z e
a z
a z
a
Q B0 1[ ]
( )
( ( ))
(
~ ~
0 0

  
4   
   z
E z e
B
)
[ ]
~ ~
0 0


,
where 4 
3
( ) 


Ee 1 . '
We now utilize Theorem 2 in the light of functional (24) where T1 1 
~
 3
0
is the end of the first service cycle. (As per our agreement, we set ~
0
0if Q0 0(
and the first service will start immediately following T0 0 .)
Theorem 3. The inner product of the invariant probability measure p and
h ( )z of (25) satisfies the formula (p h, ( ) ( ) ( )z z K zp
1
6
 , where  p z( ) 





1
1
6 ( )
( )
z
a z
, 6 0( )
~
z Ez
B
 , and
K z a z
z
a z z
( ) ( ) ( ( ))
( ( ))
 
 




 

1
1
0 4  
4  
.
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P r o o f. For Q i0 0  and  0, we have from the following formula
h z
Ez z
a z
z z z z zi p( )
( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )




  
0
16
 
6

6   , (27)
where
( ) :
( ( ))
( )
z
a z
a z


 



1 4  
 
. (28)
Now, for Q ii  (0 we have
~

0
0 and
~
B Q ii0   . Setting  0 from (27),we
have h zi ( ) reduce to
h z z zi
i( ) ( )  , i(0 . (29).
Since the queueing process Q t( ) under investigation is semi-regenerative, the
pgf 9 ( )z of Q t( ) in the steady state according to (26), satisfies the functional
equation
9 ( ) , ( )z z zi
i
i
   (



7
0
1
	
p h .
(30)
With (27) — (30) we have
 (  



p h, ( ) ( ) ( )z p h z p h zi i
i
0 0
1
 
)
*
+
,
-
.
 



p z z z z z pp
i
i
i
0
1
1

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"
#
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  ( ) ( ) ( ) [ ( )] ( )z P z p z z zp0
1
1

6
  
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ))z P z p z a zp0
1

4  
by (11 ) for P z( )
 (  




 

p h, ( ) ( ) ( ( ))
( ( ))
z p z a z
z
a z z
p0
1 1

4  
4  
 , (31)
where p0
1


0
6
, and 6 satisfies formulas (14)—(16).
5. The service cycle 	 and the PGF 9 ( )z . The interval ( , ]T Tn n1 may con-
tain the nth service time and the period of absence dependent on what state the
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queue was at Tn . The mean value of the length of this interval in equilibrium is
the mean stationary service cycle
	 = (



p c, p ci i
i 0
,
where c E T T Q ii n n n 
 [ | ]1 . This is a part in formula (30) which is left behind,
and that is what we will be concerned with in this section.
Proposition 2. The mean stationary service cycle 	 equals
	 
1
a
. (32)
P r o o f. Obviously,
c
E b i
b i
i 
 
(



~ , ,
, ,

0
0
0
where b E 31. Thus,
	 = (  


p c, ~ ~p E b E
a
0
1

0
6

0

0 0
. (33)
Now, if we prove that
E
a
EB
a
~
~

6
 
0
  .
(34)
then (33) will immediately yield (32). We turn to the marginal functional
1
0
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1 z Ez e
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where from (3)
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Denote
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. (36)
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We start with the mean number of customers EB

accumulated at the PF
upon the exit from phase I. From (35)
lim ( , , )
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d
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Now, we compare it with the mean duration time E

of phase I:
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From (37) and (38) we easily conclude that
EB aE
 
  . (39)
Now we turn to > ( , )z of (36):
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followed by
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Since EB EB z
~
( , )
0 
>  1 0 and E E~ ( , )  >
0  
 
 1 0 , due to (39) and (40) we
have (34) and thus the statement.
Remark 2. Formula (32) is known to hold for the basic system M GX / /1
with no impact of the idle period. Surprisingly, the same trend applies for a far
more complex queue and yet it is as insensitive in spite of the presence of two
phases. Another remarkable fact is that Proposition 2 was proved with no special
assumptions made on service time at the SF as well as the job packs distribution.
We note that formula (32) for the mean stationary service cycle holds for a dif-
ferent system studied in [6]. We also utilized a similar idea when proving Propo-
sition 2. '
Since the queueing process Q t( ) under investigation is semi-regenerative
relative to the departure process{ }Tn , the pgf of Q t( ) in its steady state9 ( )z ac-
cording to (26) satisfies the functional equation
9 ( ) , ( )z z zi
i
i
= 7   (



0
1
	
p h ,
where by (32), 	 
1
a
. Combining the latter with Theorem 3 we have
9  ( ) , ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )z a z a z K z
a
z K zp p= 
6 6
 ( p h
1
, (41)
where
 p z
z
a z
( )
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6
, (42)
K z a z
z
a z z
( ) ( ) ( ( ))
( ( ))
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1
1
0 4  
4  
. (43)
Here 6 ( )z satisfies formulas (12)—(14) for three special cases and 6 is from
(17)—(19), respectively.
From (41)—(43) there is probably no customer in the system at any time of
equilibrium:
7 
0
6 
4 
4 
0 00
1 1 1
 


9 ( ) ( )
( )
a ap . (44)
The latter is much less significant compared to the standard M GX / /1system,
because this probability has no relevance with the period when the server is idle
for two reasons. Firstly it is never really idle and secondly, the period when there
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is no customer in the system is a small portion of the entire maintenance period
consisting of two phases.
The above can be summarized as follows.
Theorem 4. The continuous time parameter queueing process Q (t) has its
steady state under the necessary and sufficient condition that 0  ab 1. The
corresponding stationary distribution 7 7 7 ( , ,...)0 1 of Q t( ) in the form of the
pgf 9 ( )z satisfies formula (41)—(44) .
6. The main performance measures. The expected number of processed
jobs per unit time. In this subsection we will evaluate the expected number of
processed jobs
~
A
0
, by the end of phase II, under the same assumptions (i—iii) for
the first two cases in Section 2. For the case of L = 1, from (7), we have from the
marginal pgf
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A
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


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For the case of L 	 2 , from (8), we form the marginal pgf
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The third case of EA
~
0
deals with a bulk input stream and N = 1. From formula (8)
we can get the marginal pgf
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d
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. (47)
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Comparing EA
~
0
for the three cases in (45)—(47) with the respective values
of 6 (the mean number of customers accumulated in the queue upon the exit
from the second phase) in (17)—(19) we notice that in the first two cases with
a z z( )  (and a 1) and from (34)—(48) we have
1 1
d
EA E
~ ~
0 0

6   , (48)
where we recall d 
1 is the mean processing time of one job and 
1 is the mean
interarrival time between single customers that enter the system. Formula (48)
can be interpreted as follows. The left-hand side of (48) gives the mean time
needed to process all jobs during two phases of server’s maintenance. The
right-hand side gives the time it takes for 6 customers to arrive in the system and
this is also the mean duration of the two phases.
For the third case we have
1 1
d
EA
a
E
~ ~
0 0

6   , (49)
being essentially the same result as (48 ) only for N = 1 and a z( ) unrestricted.
Apparently, (49) holds true for the very general case (without assumptions
(i—iii) and (i—iii’) ) which can be proved.
The above expected values of
~
A
0
will be used to find the number of pro-
cessed jobs per unit time in the secondary system using the following arguments.
The marked point process ( , ) { , : , ,...}Q T Q T nn n 0 1 is the Markov renewal pro-
cess. The matrix{ ( , ) : , , , , ...}R j t x jx 0 1 is the Markov renewal function. Now, to
calculate the required number of processed jobs we observe that
R t E Q Tx x
n
n t n( , ) ( ) ( ){ } [ , ]0
0
0 0

 
!
"
#
$
	

1 1
is the expected number of entrances of the system in phases I, II (or equivalently,
server’s departures from the primary system) during the interval of time [0,t]. If
~[ ]A k
0
denotes the total number of processed units at the SF during the kth server’s
sojourn time in the secondary system, then obviously
~
[
~
][ ]A Ak
0 0
 . Now,
~[ ]A k
0
’s
are independent and identically distributed with a common mean EA
~
0
, which sat-
isfies formulas (45)— (47).
Consequently, the expected number of processed units in interval [0, t] (by us-
ing Wald’s type equation) will be E A R t lx[
~
] ( , )
0
0 
 , where l is the mean number
leftovers of the jobs unfinished from the very last cycle overlapping with [0, t]. Ob-
viously, l EA<
~
0
and it is the finite number. Thus, lim ( [
~
] ( , ) )
t
x
t
E A R t l
%

 
1
0
0
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%
lim ( [
~
] ( , ))
t
x
t
E A R t
1
0
0
. With this in mind, and from the theory of Markov re-
newal processes [7, Theorem 5.4.3] we conclude that the mean number of com-
pletely processed jobs in the secondary system per unit time interval (over the in-
finite horizon) is
 lim ( [
~
] ( , ))
~
~
J
t
E A R t
EA
p ap EA
t
x
  
%
1
0 0 00
0
0

	
,
with p0
1


0
6
and 6 satisfying formulas (17)—(19). Using (48 ) and (49) we
thus have
 ( ) ( )J d d ab 
  
1 10  . (50)
Formula (50) shows that the mean number of jobs processed per unit time over
the finite horizon does not depend on L, N and on many other parameters.
The mean switchovers rate. A switchover is a change of server’s mode
from servicing to vacancies, maintenance, or any other form of absence of the
server from the PF. It takes place when the server exits for a busy period at the
PF, after the queue becomes empty, and it moves to the SF. When the server re-
sumes its service at the PF, the associated busy cycle ends and the new one be-
gins. A busy cycle consists of a busy period and maintenance period that con-
tains two phases. Each busy cycle thus includes exactly one switchover. (We can
always double it if necessary to address entrances to busy and vacant modes.)
While server’s secondary work is mandatory and even profitable, in some
applications, the large number of switchovers is undesirable and they may be in-
duced by a light input traffic. If this is the case, the server may be better off to
stay longer at the SF to make sure that enough customers will accumulate at the
PF. This can be achieved by means of increasing the thresholds L and N. In both
cases, the number of processed jobs at the SF will also increase.
As with other performance measures, the number of switchovers should be
related to a fixed time interval, say [0, t], implying a need of the time sensitive
analysis. We turn again to the Markov renewal function introduced in the above
Section:
R t E Q Tx x
n
n t n( , ) ( ) ( ){ } [ , ]0
0
0 0

 
!
"
#
$
	

1 1 .
Recall that R tx ( , )0 gives the total number of entrances of the queue (upon
departures) in state {0} over the interval [0, t], given that the queue started from
state {x}. As was shown above
lim
( , )
t
xR t
t
p
%

0 0
	
.
(51)
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The latter has the following interpretation. The mean number of entrances of the
queueing process into state {0}upon departures per unit time collected over the
infinite horizon is proportional to the steady state probability p0. Therefore,
from (51) we obtain
lim
( , )
( )
t
xR t
t
p a
%
  

0
10
	

6
0
the switchover rate. If @ is the cost of one switchover, then
 ( )@ @

6
0 

a
1 (52)
is the mean penalty rate for all system’s switchovers.
The buffer load rate. Let q k( ) be the expense due to the presence of k cus-
tomers per unit time in the system. Then,
Q t E q Q u dux
u
t
[ , ] ( ( ))0
0


 
!
"
#
$

8
(53)
gives the mean expense due to all customers present in the system in interval [0,
t] . We can represent Q[0, t] as follows, by using the Fubini’s theorem:
Q t E Q u q Q u du
k
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(54)
Now use the result from [8, p. 98, Theorem A.1]:
lim { ( ) }
t
x
u
t
k
t
P Q u k du
%

 
8
1
0
7 , k 0 1, , ...
Applying (54) to (53) provided the limits are interchangeable we have
Q
Q t
t
q k
t
k
k 
%
	

lim
[ , ]
( )
0
1
7 ,
where Q is the penalty rate for all customers that have ever occupied the system.
If q k qk( )  , where q is the penalty rate for one customer per unit time, we have
Q q 29 ( )1 . (55)
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We will evaluate 29 ( )1 from (41)—(44). After some lengthy calculations we ar-
rive at
2
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22




 



 9 ( )
( ) ~
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1
2 2 2 1
2 2
2 2
6
6
0

0
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a a
a
a b a b ab , (56)
where ~a2 is the second moment of U k (i.e.
~ ( )a a a2 1
  22 ), b2 is the second mo-
ment of 31. Notice that for the two special cases (of L = 1 and L 	 2(see Section
2) with a z z( )  we have a 1and 22 a ( )1 0. Thus (56) will reduce to
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Here 226 ( )1 can be found under the same assumptions of the two discussed cases
in Section 2:
for the case of L = 1, we will use formula (12)
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and for the case of L 	 2, we will use formula (13)
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In case of bulk input stream and N = 1, we will use formula (14)
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For further details please see the next calculation.
Calculation of 226 ( )1 . In the special case of the ordinary input, i.e., a z z( )  ,
the marginal functionals6
0
( ) ( , , )z z1 1 0 of (12) and (14) will be used to calcu-
late 226 ( )1 .
For the case of L = 1, recall that
6
 
( )z
pd
z pd
z N

 
 .
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Thus we get 22 
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For the case of L 	 2, with
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and then after some laborious calculations,
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For the case of N = 1 and bulk input stream, we will get the marginal func-
tional from the joint functional (14),
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and then
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Example 1. In this example we consider an optimization problem for the
case of N =1 and a z( ) arbitrary. As an objective function, we consider a linear
combination

( ) ( ) ( )L
a
q 
  2@

6
01 19 (61)
of the switchover and buffer load rates according to formulas (52) and (55). (We
recall that the jobs rate turned out to be invariant of L and N ). In this case, 29 ( )1
comes from (56) and (60). For the illustration purpose we pick out the following
parameters:  025, , a 5, ~a2 7 , d 0 75, , p 025, , @  4000, 0 025, , b2 2 0 /
and use them to calculate the optimal value of
 ( )L (L < 50) from (61):
MATLAB Coding
MaxL=50;
Lambda=.25;
d=.75;
p=.25;
xi=4000; % Switchovers Rate Penalty
rho=.25;
b2=2*(rho/Lambda);
a=5;
b=rho/(Lambda*a);
a2=7; % a"(1)= a2-a
JC=-5; % Job Coefficient
q=7; % Buffer Load Rate Penalty
for L=1:MaxL
Alpha(L)=a*(Lambda/d)*((1/p)+L-1)+a*((d/(d+Lambda))^(L-1));
AlphaDP(L)=((p*d*Lambda*(a2-a)*(1+(L-1)*p)+p*(Lambda^2)*(a^2)*(L-1)*(p-1)
+(Lambda^2)*(a^2)*(1+(L-1)*p)*(2+(L-1)*p))/((p^2)*(d^2)))+(a2-a)
+(((2*(a^2)*Lambda)/(p*d))*((d/(d+Lambda))^(L-1)));
Job(L)=JC*(Lambda*a*((1-rho)/Alpha(L))*((1/p)+L-1+(d/Lambda)*((d/(d+L))^(L-1))));
Switch(L)=xi*(Lambda*a/Alpha(L))*(1-rho);
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Buffer(L)=q*((AlphaDP(L)/(2*Alpha(L)))-((a2-a)/(2*a))+rho+((Lambda/(2*(1-rho)))*(Lambda*
(a^2)*b2- a2*b+a*b)));
Result(L)=Switch(L)+Buffer(L)-Job(L);
end
Optimal=min(Result(:))
L=find(Result==Optimal)
plot(Result)
The following results are due to the above MATLAB program.
The Optimal Value of
 ( )L = 257,0946 is reached at L 17 (see Fig. 1). See
more details on calculation of optimal values in the technical report [9].
Example 2. In this example we consider an optimization problem for the
case of L and N arbitrary and a z z( )  . As an objective function, we consider the
same linear combination as in Example 1

 ( ) ( ) ( )L
a
q 
  2@

6
01 19 (62)
of the switchover and buffer load rates according to the same formulas (52) and
(55). Only 29 ( )1 comes from (57)—(59). For the illustration purpose we pick out
the following parameters:  023, , a 1, d 2, p 025, , @ 10000, 0 09, ,
b2 2 0 / and use them to calculate the optimal value of
 ( )L ( , )L N< <20 20
from (62):
MATLAB Coding:
MaxL=20;
MaxN=20;
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Lam=.03;
d=2; p=.25;
xi=10000; % Switchovers Rate Penalty
rho=.9;
b2=2*(rho/Lam);
q=1; % Buffer Load Rate Penalty
for L=2:MaxL
for N=2:MaxN
PartA=0;
PartB=0;
for j=0:N-1
PartA=PartA+nchoosek(L+j-2,j)* ((Lam/(d+Lam))^j)*(N-j);
PartB=PartB+nchoosek(L+j-2,j)* ((Lam/(d+Lam))^j)*(N*(N-1)-j*(j-1));
end
PartAarray(L-1,N-1)=PartA;
PartBarray(L-1,N-1)=PartB;
Alpha(L-1,N-1)=(Lam/d)*((1/p)+L-1)+((d/(d+Lam))^(L-1))*PartAarray(L-1,N-1);
AlphaDP(L-1,N-1)=((Lam/(p*d))^2)*((p+2)*(L-1)*p+2+((L-1)^2)*p^2)
+2*(Lam/(p*d))*((d/(d+Lam))^(L-1))*PartAarray(L-1,N-1)
+((d/(d+Lam))^(L-1))*PartBarray(L-1,N-1);
Switch(L-1,N-1)=xi*Lam*(1-rho)/Alpha(L-1,N-1);
Buffer(L-1,N-1)=q*(AlphaDP(L-1,N-1)/(2*Alpha(L-1,N-1))+rho+((Lam^2)*b2)/(2*(1-rho)));
Result(L-1,N-1)=(Switch(L-1,N-1)+Buffer(L-1,N-1));
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end
end
Optimal=min(Result(:));
y=find(Result==Optimal);
N=fix(y/(MaxL-1))+2
L=y-((N-2)*(MaxL-1))+1
surf(Result)
The following results are due to the above MATLAB program.
The Optimal Value of
 ( )L = 8,4260 is reached at L = 5 and N = 8 (see Fig. 2).
See more details on calculation of optimal values in the technical report [8].
Íàâåäåíî ðåçóëüòàòè äîñë³äæåíü ñèñòåì ÷åðã ç äîïîâíÿëüíèì ïðîöåñîì îáñëóãîâóâàííÿ, ÿêèé
çàïóñêàºòüñÿ â ïåð³îäè ïðîñòî¿â ñåðâåðà òà ³í³ö³þºòüñÿ çàïîâíåíîþ ÷åðãîþ. Çàïðîïîíîâàíî
ñòðàòåã³þ ðîáîòè ñåðâåðà ïðè ð³çíèõ ñòàíàõ ÷åðãè. Âèêîðèñòàíî ÷àñîçàëåæíèé àíàë³ç äëÿ
äîñë³äæåííÿ ïðîöåñ³â ó ñèñòåìàõ ÷åðã â äîâ³ëüí³ ïåð³îäè ÷àñó. Ðåçóëüòàòè îòðèìàíî â ÿâí³é
ôîðì³ äëÿ äåê³ëüêîõ ìîäåëåé. Íàâåäåíî ïðèêëàäè ðîçðàõóíê³â, ÿê³ ñâ³ä÷àòü ïðî ìîæëèâ³ñòü
¿õíüî¿ àíàë³òè÷íî¿ òðàêòîâêè. Ââåäåíî ð³çí³ êðèòåð³¿ ïðîäóêòèâíîñò³ (çàãðóçêà áóôåð³â, øâèä-
ê³ñòü ïåðåêëþ÷àííÿ òà ÷èñëî çàâäàíü, îáðîáëþâàëüíèõ çà îäèíèöåþ ÷àñó) ³ ðîçãëÿíóòî
ïðîáëåìè îïòèì³çàö³¿.
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